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Dimethyl sulfoxide BioChemica   A1584

Synonym DMSO, Methylsulfoxide 

state of matter Liquid 

Density 1.103 kg/l (20°C) 

n 20°C/D 1.478 - 1.479 

Melting point 18°C 

Boiling point 189°C 

Formula C2H6OS 

M 78.13 g/mol 

CAS-No.: 67-68-5 

HS-No.: 29309099 

EC-No.: 200-664-3 

Storage: RT 

LGK: 10 - 13 

Disposal: 1 

WGK: 1 

Specification  

Assay (GC) min. 99.5 % 

Free acid max. 0.001 % 

Non-volatile matter max. 0.001 % 

Heavy metals (as Pb) max. 0.001 % 

Insoluble matter passes test 

Water (K.F.) max. 0.1 % 

A (1 cm/water HPLC grade)  

280 nm max. 0.25 

ignacio
Logo para SDS
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Comment

     The bacteriophage MS2 is a 'single-stranded' RNA bacteriophage. The infection requires ssRNA. For the
examination of the double-stranded replication intermediate (RI), cells are infected with RI, dissolved in DMSO (4).
Cysteine and cystine residue in proteins are analysed by ´the conversion of the corresponding amino acids to
cysteinic acid with 0.2 - 0.35 M DMSO and a total hydrolysis of the protein (5).
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is used for the preparation of fresh competent bacteria and for the long-term storage of
bacteriophage l (final concentration 7 %). Oxidation products of DMSO will inhibit the transformation, therefore it
is recommended to aliquot fresh DMSO and store the aliquots at -20°C (1). The addition of DMSO to the annealing
reaction of the sequencing reaction and the addition of 10 % DMSO (final concentration) to the labeling reaction
and termination, improves the quality of the sequencing of mini-prep DNA (2). Besides, the amplification of RNA by
RT-PCR is improved by the addition of DMSO to the reverse transcriptase (RT) reaction and the PCR. The DMSO
concentration depends on the RNA species (3).
Freezing and storage of eukaryotic cells: DMSO may be used instead of glycerol for the freezing of eukaryotic
cells. It prevents the formation of ice crystalls and prevents damage of the cells. DMSO is used at a concentration
of 10 %. It is highly toxic for the cells! Therefore, the 'freezing medium' should be cooled on ice. The freezing
medium is either the 'normal' culture medium with the addition of 10 % DMSO or 90 % serum plus 10 % DMSO,
which increases the viability. Most of the cell types are not directly transferred to the liquid nitrogen. They have to
be cooled down slowly (refrigerator, -70°C freezer well packed, liquid nitrogen). Thawing of cells has to be done as
quick as possible. It is recommended to wash the cells once with medium before plating or change the medium the
day after thawing.


